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ABSTRACT

The Thing to Do:
Motivational Factors for Enlistment in the Abraham Lincoln Brigade during the Spanish Civil
War, 1936-1939 (August 2014)

Marco Antonio Buentello, B.A., Texas A&M International University;

Chair of Committee: Dr. Jerry D. Thompson

Nearly 3,000 Americans volunteered to fight in the Spanish Civil War. Much has been
written about them, but there is no comprehensive study on their motivations for enlisting in
what we now call the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. In this thesis, the letters and spoken words of
the volunteers are analyzed in order to better understand their various motivations. Each
volunteer internalized the Spanish Civil War. Some had distinct reasons for volunteering, while
others were carried by the Popular Front movement. Many volunteers came to see the situation
in Spain as the “thing to do.” Why did Spain become a necessary struggle for these Americans?
Were they fighting strictly for the Second Spanish Republic or were they fighting for personal
reasons? The role of the Communist Party USA is also explored as it played a pivotal role in
motivating the volunteers.
There are no records for a majority of the volunteers. But in analyzing the words of those
who left records, this study concludes that there were clear trends in motivations among the
volunteers. Each volunteer internalized the Spanish Civil War, but they also saw themselves as
part of the larger proletarian struggle. Were they a product of their times or simply motivated
individuals?
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CHAPTER I:
THE ABRAHAM LINCOLN BRIGADE IN RETROSPECT

Although the story of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade remains relatively unknown to the
general public, historians have dedicated ample time and research to its study. Research on the
American volunteers who fought in Spain began as early as 1938, while the Spanish Civil War
was still raging. Their stories live in pamphlets, essays, and articles. Numerous autobiographies,
biographies, and monographs have provided readers and researchers with knowledge on the
women and men who tested their mettle in Iberia. The volunteers have also been the subjects of
novels and films over the past seventy-five years. Indeed, the large amount of work produced on
the American battalions belies the scope of their short-lived and limited odyssey. Anthony
Beevor, an eminent historian on the Spanish Civil War, said that the war's history is one of the
few to be written more effectively by the losers than the victors.1 The historical literature on the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade shares the same characteristic. Historians, and the volunteers
themselves, have written extensively and vigorously on the subject.
Cecil D. Eby's Comrades and Commissars: The Lincoln Battalion in the Spanish Civil
War, published in 2007, is the latest monograph on the American volunteers. Like the majority
of its predecessors, the book deals chronologically with their difficult journey to and in Spain. It
is an archetypically general look at the literal and figurative battles that the men and women who
defended the Second Spanish Republic dealt with. The author takes a less than typical bend in
critiquing the Communist Party's role, but his study is mostly standard in its approach. Eby
claims that Comrades and Commissars is an expansion of his 1969 work, Between the Bullet and
______________
This thesis follows the style of the Journal of American History.
1
Anthony Beevor, The Battle For Spain: The Spanish Civil War 1936-1939 (New York, 1982), xxv.
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the Lie; labor historian Fraser Ottanelli asserts that Eby provides little in the way of new
material or analysis, however.2
In The Odyssey of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade Peter Carroll, the leading historian on
the subject, provides the most comprehensive study of the volunteers. Carroll's book was
published in 1994, but its inception was in the late 1980s when Milton Wolff, the last Lincoln
brigade commander, gave the author a wealth of personal material. This motivated him to
pursue extensive study on the volunteers. He personally interviewed over a hundred volunteers
and relatives. The Odyssey spans the lives of a handful of volunteers before the war, their
journeys to Spain, the battles they fought, and their continuing activism in the 1990s. The
author's objectivity allows the volunteers' voices to resonate in the pages, but they are not given
free rein. Carroll displays a great deal of respect and admiration, but this does not detract from
the book's scholarly analysis. Aside from the personal input of the volunteers, analysis is the
book's major attribute. The author tackles inquisitively the role of the Communist Party USA
(CPUSA) in the drive to send volunteers. Although many of the veterans avoided talking about
their communist leanings, a product of the persecution they received after the war and during the
Red Scare that followed, the author delves into their various memberships in Communist
organizations. He also defends them against prevailing notions. For example, many anti-leftists
believed that the CPUSA forced them to go to Spain. In reality, the "Party" discouraged
numerous would-be volunteers from joining the war.3 Some were deemed too radical and others
were better suited for the labor struggle at home.
Carroll dedicates one part, titled Causes, of his three part book to providing background
______________
2
Fraser Ottanelli, "General, Comparative, Historiographical," review of Comrades and Commissars: The Lincoln
Battalion in the Spanish Civil War, by Cecil D. Eby, The Historian 71 (Summer 2009): 435-36.
3
Peter Carroll, The Odyssey of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade: Americans in the Spanish Civil War (New York,
1994), 66.
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on some of the volunteers and explaining why and how they joined the fight in Spain. He uses
limited, but sound, demographic data to show that many of the volunteers averaged twenty-seven
years of age, were mostly recent European immigrants, and overwhelmingly worked in bluecollar jobs. Carroll also suggests that there is a clear pattern of familial instability, caused by the
Great Depression, which forced many of the volunteers to leave home and venture outward. The
Depression was also a catalyst for ideological migration. The growing political awareness and
subsequent activism of the American people, and the volunteers in particular, is welldocumented by Carroll. His narrative and the words of the volunteers prove that the radical
tradition of the 1930s was a major motivational factor for fighting in the Spanish Civil War. For
example, Reuben Barr, a trade unionist and activist, had grown disillusioned with the state of
leftism, until the situation in Spain resurrected his activism.4
The Odyssey provides an introductory view on the general impetus that the volunteers
had for fighting in Spain. Carroll focused on a few volunteers to prove his arguments about the
general instability of the time and the growing radicalism. However, the purpose of Carroll's
book is to provide a complete history of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. As such, his discussion
on their motivations is rather limited. He admits that to answer the question of why they enlisted
one would need to broach 3,000 biographies. This is true, if one wanted to answer that question
with absolute certainty. But doing so is impossible as most volunteers left no records. In
respecting the multitudinous motivations of the hundreds of volunteers, Carroll overlooks the
distinct motivational factors for enlistment in the International Brigades. For example, Jewish
volunteers, black volunteers, staunch trade unionists, and informed anti-fascists, each had
distinct reasons for going to Spain.
______________
4
Ibid., 24.
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The Premature Antifascists by John Gerassi is a mostly oral history of the North
American volunteers who fought in Spain.5 Gerassi spends equal study on the American and
Canadian volunteers.6 The book is a distillation of an 18,000 page manuscript of personal
interviews with 130 volunteers. It was published in 1986 and it was the first major work that
focused on the North Americans in the XV International Brigade. Like Carroll’s The Odyssey,
the book attempts to provide a full history of the volunteers: from their struggles at home to their
battles in Spain.
Gerassi admits that The Premature Antifascists is not well organized. His purpose was to
create a fluid oral narrative of the volunteers’ experiences. He wove dozens of stories together to
form a single collective narrative. This resulted in a highly readable and interesting book with
low organization. His second chapter, titled “Why They Went?,” explores the volunteer’s
motivations. Like Carroll, Gerassi explores a limited amount of personal stories and does not
attempt to explore the distinct trends in motivations. For example, the two authors discuss
several non-communist, less political, volunteers but they are left interspersed throughout the
chapter. The result is a collective oral account of various motivations with little analysis. This
chapter, however, provides an adequate platform for this thesis.
Gerassi’s various interviews provide a bulk of primary source material for this thesis.
These transcribed interviews were deposited at Brandeis University and were later transferred to
the Tamiment Library and Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives at New York University. Twentythree of the sixty interviews proved to be valuable for this thesis.7 These interviews included
______________
5
John Gerassi, The Premature Antifascists: North American Volunteers in the Spanish Civil War 1936-39: An Oral
History (Westport, 1986).
6
Canadians formed the Mackenzie–Papineau Battalion but later joined the Abraham Lincoln Battalion.
7
Oral History Transcripts, n.d., Box 1-6 (ALBA 018), John Gerassi Papers (Tamiment Library & Robert F. Wagner
Labor Archives, New York University, New York). In many cases, the volunteers were asked specifically why they
fought Spain. Those who gave clear responses were the focus of this study.
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volunteers with varied backgrounds and political motivations. For example, Robert Reed was a
Southerner who became politically active after witnessing several lynchings. Oiva Halonen was
a self-described “red diaper baby” who felt that his motivations for fighting in Spain were selfevident. Frank Bonetti was the son of French immigrants who witnessed the German occupation
of Lorraine during the Great War. Their transcribed interviews, and those of their comrades,
range from ten to thirty pages in length. In them, the volunteers provide background information
on their lives before the war, their motivations for fighting, their adventures, good and bad,
during the war, and what they felt about the Spanish Civil War at the time. This study will focus
on the discussions of their backgrounds and their motivations. These interviews happened fifty
years after the war so they will be used with scrutiny. 8
The same scrutiny will be applied to the volunteers' autobiographies. One of the first to
be published was James Yates’ Mississippi to Madrid, which spans Yates’ entire life.9 He
discusses his arduous life as a sharecropper in the South and how he became radicalized with the
Great Depression's labor movement. Like many black volunteers, his attention turned toward
world politics with Mussolini's invasion of Abyssinia. Coupled with the lack of opportunity at
home and the fear of fascist racism on a global scale, the fight in Spain was an easy choice for
many African-Americans. Yates provides a fair amount of details on his motivation for going to
Spain in the early chapters of the book, which will be used for this study.
In Spain's Cause Was Mine, Hank Rubin details his life as a medic during the war.10 His
brief memoir begins with his life as a pre-med student in the University of California, Los
Angeles, and ends with his return from Spain. Rubin's story exemplifies how difficult it was to
______________
8
For example, some of the interviewed volunteers expressed generalized, often generic, responses to why they
fought in Spain. Those interviews, along with the few volunteers who expressed that their memories were hazy,
have been left out of this study.
9
James Yates, Mississippi to Madrid (Greensboro, 1990).
10
Hank Rubin, Spain's Cause Was Mine (Carbondale, 1997).
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get to Spain for many of the volunteers. The initial departure from New York, with Communist
Party assistance, was as difficult as the eventual trek over the Pyrenees Mountains. Volunteers
thus had to make a calculated decision to go to Spain. But this does not mean that all the
volunteers were diehard leftists intent on killing fascists. Rubin, and a volunteer he encountered
on the way named John, were admittedly non-political. It became evident that they were not
particularly informed on the situation in Spain. These two men, along with many others, will be
analyzed in this thesis as they represent a curious faction of volunteers.
Harry Fisher, a volunteer from New York City, released his own memoir in 1997. In
Comrades: Tales of a Brigadista in the Spanish Civil War, Fisher recounts his days as one of the
first American volunteers in the war.11 Again, the focus of this study will be the initial chapter in
which the author describes his motivation for fighting in Spain. He was an idealistic tradeunionist who had joined the Young Communist League. They were reacting to the often
unscrupulous repossessions of apartments in New York by forcibly refurnishing the homes of the
dispossessed. Fisher felt these actions were honorable and so began his activism. He
exemplified the politically-aware group of volunteers whose activism was forged in the hostility
and lack of opportunity during the Depression.
James Neugass' War is Beautiful represents the last memoir published about the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade.12 Though Neugass perished in 1949, his lost manuscript and original letters
were found and published in 2008. Much of the memoir is transcribed from his personal notes
during his time in Spain. Neugass was a poet and aspiring author whose prose illuminated the
brutality of war. The author initially appears aloof about the political situation in Spain but soon
______________
11
Harry Fisher, Comrades: Tales of a Brigadista in the Spanish Civil War (Lincoln, 1998).
12
James Neugass, War is Beautiful: An American Ambulance Driver in the Spanish Civil War, eds. Peter N. Carroll
and Peter Glazer (New York, 2008).
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reveals that he is deeply anti-fascist. His initial writings are plagued with the central question of
this research: "Why did I come to Spain?" His voice is often filled with disillusionment, but he
is also passionate. He eventually believed what many other volunteers believed: if fascism was
not stopped in Spain it would spread across the world.
Another great source of primary material is Madrid 1937: Letters of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade From the Spanish Civil War, edited by Cary Nelson and Jefferson Hendricks.13 This
work is a collection of the writings of over fifty brigade volunteers set in chronological order.
The majority of these letters were sent to family, friends, and girlfriends back home. The
volunteers' writings range from philosophical questions on humanity to rants about Benito
Mussolini's aggression and even the banalities of travel. Again, the focus of this study is the
early parts of the book that dealt with the volunteers' initial impetus.
The very first letter in Madrid 1937 is by Eugene Wolman, a Jew from New York City.
He provides an opinion that was shared by many of his contemporaries and a motivational factor
which will be explored in this study. Wolman was fearful of a potential global war in the future.
But he was also pragmatic in that he wanted to prevent that future war personally. He spoke of
fighting in Spain as a “chance to strike a well-aimed although indirect blow” at the forces that
could cause a larger war.14 This "preemptive" stance against fascism is shared among many
other volunteers. Wisconsinite John Cookson was another preemptive fighter. In a letter to his
aunt he wrote about the nature of fascism and its potential for growth across the world. “Fascism
is war,” he asserts, “hence some wars have to be fought to avoid future wars.”15
Perhaps the most common motivation to be found in this collection is the attempt to
______________
13
Cary Nelson and Jefferson Hendricks, eds. Madrid 1937: Letters of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade from the
Spanish Civil War (London, 1996).
14
Eugene Wolman to Dad, March 13, 1938, in Nelson and Hendricks, Madrid 1937, 31.
15
John Cookson to Aunt Mabel, October 2, 1937, in ibid., 38.
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protect the Jewish population from Adolf Hitler’s racist policies. Hitler had been involved in the
war from the very beginning and the danger posed by Nazi anti-Semitism was more than
apparent when the uprising began in 1936. Hyman Katz, a Jewish New Yorker, is representative
of the majority of volunteers. In a letter to "Ma," he passionately internalizes the spread of
fascism and the war in Spain. “Can’t you see that fascism is our own problem . . . And don’t
you realize that we Jews will be the first to suffer if fascism comes?” 16 For Katz, the fight in
Spain was an opportunity to defend Judaism from Hitler and what he perceived to be a potential
anti-Semite in Gen. Francisco Franco. His anti-fascist activism was clearly secondary to his
Jewishness. “I am fighting against those who establish an inquisition,” he writes while pleading
for the acceptance of his mother. “Are these the traits which you admire so much in a Prophet
Jeremiah or a Judas Maccabbeus, bad when your son exhibits them?,” he inquires.17 Canute
Frankson, a black machinist from Pennsylvania, claimed that crushing fascism in Spain would
save his people from the same slaughter and suffering that Hitler was causing the Jewish
population.18 In a letter to his parents and sister, Wilfred Mendelson harkened back to the
Spanish Inquisition. In Republican Spain, he proclaimed, the Inquisition was reversed. Jews
were being welcomed back to fight “in the best Maccabean tradition." 19
Some of the letters used in Madrid 1937 can be found in the Wagner Labor Archives at
New York University. The archives house the largest collection of Abraham Lincoln Brigade
material in the world. Most of the material for this thesis came from this archive. The
collections contain statistical information on the volunteers, personal letters and material culture,
notes by historians like Peter Carroll and John Gerassi, and unfinished manuscripts. My primary
______________
16
Hyman Katz to Ma, November 25, 1937, in ibid., 32.
17
Ibid.
18
Canute Frankson to a friend, July 6, 1937, in Nelson and Hendricks, Madrid 1937, 34.
19
Wilfred Mendelson to Folks, June 22, 1938, in ibid., 40. He and Katz were referencing the Jewish rebels who
fought against the Seleucid Empire in 167 BCE.
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objective at the archives was collecting primary source material from volunteers who were not
mentioned in the works above. Some of the volunteers were noticeably more vocal and
involved in their own brigade's historiography. Men such as Milt Wolff, Alvah Bessie, and Bill
Bailey have received much attention elsewhere. As such, study on their motivations will be
limited in this thesis. Instead there will be a focus on a wider array of volunteers in an attempt to
understand the various categories of motivations that have yet to be studied.
Alfred Amery is one of the volunteers who have not been studied. An unfinished
manuscript for his autobiography was donated to the archives. He recalled his extensive
readings of Marx, Engels, and Lenin at the age of seventeen.20 Amery was one of the few
volunteers who was truly well-versed in Marxist literature.21 He was also part of a minority of
volunteers who were well-informed on the situation in Spain. He remembered Spain entering the
news and discussed the political environment in the now progressive country. Most accounts
liken the volunteers to people like Amery. But in reality, few were informed leftists with a
mandate to save the new democracy in Spain. Amery and others exemplified the informed antifascists among the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.
Clifton Amsbury is another volunteer who has not been studied elsewhere. He left a
letter for the commemoration of the sixty year anniversary of the war. In it he describes his own
motivation for fighting in contrast to his comrades. He explains that many of the volunteers
were moved by idealism, but his was a "strictly pragmatic decision." 22 Amsbury was a
preemptive fighter against fascism. He truly believed that fascism might spread to the United
______________
20
Manuscript, n.d., Alfred Amery, Box 1 (ALBA 123), Alfred Amery Papers (Tamiment Library & Robert F.
Wagner Labor Archives, New York University, New York).
21
Many volunteers admitted that they knew very little of Karl Marx; this is not surprising as the vast majority of
them were underprivileged blue-collar workers with only an inkling of the burgeoning worldview.
22
Letter, n.d., Clifton Amsbury, Box 1 (ALBA 260), Clifton Amsbury Papers (Tamiment Library & Robert F.
Wagner Labor Archives, New York University, New York).
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States if it was left unchecked in Spain. This was not an uncommon motivation. The Popular
Front movement of the 1930s stressed anti-fascism. Amsbury and others offer a nuance to the
standard belief that all volunteers were simply reactionary leftists.
In letters to his wife, Benjamin Gardner discusses the union movement at home.23 His
wife was the vice president of a teacher's union and he had worked for a miner's union. 24 He told
his wife that they were fighting the same battle, only on separate fronts. For Benjamin and many
other volunteers, the war in Spain went beyond the physical struggle. They saw a worker's
paradise in the infant Spanish Republic. It was something they pushed for at home and wanted
to protect in Spain through defense of the socialistic Second Spanish Republic.
These are only a few examples of the material found at the archives. Aside from these
individual's letters there are interviews from John Gerassi and interviews for a film that was
released in 1984. The Good Fight: The Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War
showcases a dozen volunteers' stories. 25 The film provides minimal information on their
motivations. The interview transcripts include detailed discussions on several of the volunteer's
motivations, however.26
Although a small minority of the volunteers were self-educated scholars, the vast
majority had to rely on the Daily Worker for their news on the situation in Spain. The newspaper
was founded with help from the Comintern in 1924. It was the organ of the Communist Party
USA. Its great influence in shaping the opinions of the volunteers remains neglected by
______________
23
Letter, Benjamin Gardner, July 1937, Box 1 (ALBA 141), Benjamin Gardner Papers, (Tamiment Library &
Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, New York University, New York).
24
“Volunteers: Benjamin Gardner,” Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives, http://www.alba-valb.org/volunteers/bengardner (accessed May 20, 2014).
25
The Good Fight: The Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War, dir. Noel Buckner (Abraham Lincoln
Brigade Film Project, 1984).
26
Interview Transcripts, 1980-1981, Box 1 (ALBA 216), Good Fight: The Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish
Civil War: Production Materials, (Tamiment Library & Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, New York University,
New York).
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historians. Many of the volunteers made direct reference to it as their main source of
information on political matters at home and abroad. The Daily Worker was a viable source; it
dealt with news that the major conservative papers ignored. But it is also clear that it published
misinformation, and perhaps even disinformation. For example, on July 20, 1936 the headline
declared that the Spanish government was arming the laborers.27 The readership was fed the
fiction that the leftist government was acting swiftly to arm the workers. But according to
historian Anthony Beevor, the president was too hesitant to arm the major trade-unions.28
However, what the volunteers read at the time was that the Second Republic was a haven for
workers. This kind of rhetoric played a role in motivating them to fight in Spain.
Aside from the primary sources noted above, a few monographs provided background
information for this thesis. The Book of the XV Brigade, first published in 1938, provides
information on the creation of the American battalions.29 African Americans in the Spanish Civil
War: 'This Ain't Ethiopia, But It'll Do' is a study completed by the archives in 1992.30 It
discusses the eighty black volunteers that went to Spain. Lastly, a most helpful resource for this
thesis has been the Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives. They house a digital database of all the
known volunteers and include minor biographies.31 Finally, a dissertation completed in 1972 by
Cameron Stewart, a scholar at the Claremont Graduate University, provided important statistical
information on the composition of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.32
______________
27
"Spain Arms Labor to Crush Fascism; New Left Government Acts in Crisis," Daily Worker, July 20, 1936.
28
Beevor, The Battle For Spain, 55.
29
Frank Ryan, ed., The Book of the XV Brigade: Records of British, American, Canadian, and Irish volunteers in the
XV International Brigade in Spain, 1936-1938 (Yorkshire, 1975).
30
Danny Collum, ed., African Americans in the Spanish Civil War: 'This Ain't Ethiopia, But It'll Do' (New York,
1992).
31
“Volunteers,” Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives, http://www.alba-valb.org/volunteers/browse (accessed May
20, 2014).
32
Cameron Stewart, “‘Summoned to the Eternal Field’: An Inquiry into the Development and Composition of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939,” (Ph.D. diss., Claremont Graduate School, 1972).
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CHAPTER II:
COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES AND PROLETARIANS

Nobody desired a civil war in Spain, but by 1936 the leadership and the public made the
civil war inevitable. The coup which preceded it resembles the pronunciamientos that Spain had
been accustomed to since the 1800s. It was intended to be a swift military coup d'état
concluding in the imposition of an authoritarian form of government. Failures on both sides,
however, allowed it to become a nationwide war and a prequel to the looming global war.
Spain had been consistently plunged into civil strife for over a century. Napoleon
Bonaparte's invasion in 1808 further destabilized the already ailing nation. The next hundred
years saw a revolving door of politics and a dizzying ebb and flow of liberalism. Various official
and de facto factions vied for control. Conservatives wanted peace and power. The Carlists, a
traditionalist-monarchist faction vied for power since the 1800s, wanted absolute monarchy and
Catholicism. Liberals wanted the supremacy of the rule of law. Republicans wanted a new form
of government. Basques and Catalans wanted autonomy. The generales played realpolitik and
banded with whichever group suited their interests, usually the monarchists and conservatives.
In 1873 the First Spanish Republic was formed. It lasted nearly two years before the monarchy
was restored. What followed was a top-heavy government in which the King controlled the
senate and the Conservative Party and Liberal Party took turns in running the legislature. The
revolving democracy hobbled along but was destined to fail. The loss of Spain’s colonies after
the Spanish-American War of 1898, called the desastre del 98 by some, stripped Spain of its
imperial vestiges and caused widespread dissatisfaction. By 1923 a dictatorship was co-opted by
King Alfonso XIII. Spain entered into the 20th century with none of its traditional problems
resolved. Spaniards now involved themselves in the new ideological battles. Progressives

13
turned towards socialism and communism. A few conservatives lauded fascism. With the
Second Spanish Republic declared in 1931, the old factionalism was cemented into new parties
who now relied on support from the masses.
In 1923 an editorial in the New York Times asked what many Americans were surely
thinking, “Why can’t Spain govern itself under a constitution?”33 Meanwhile, the same situation
was hailed by US Ambassador to Spain Alexander Moore as he praised the new dictatorship of
General Miguel Primo de Rivera.34 Where some Americans saw a lack of modernity in Spain,
others saw opportunity. Trade between the two countries grew steadily under Primo de Rivera's
regime. But Spain must have remained a triviality for the majority of the American public.
Spain had lost what little prominence it had among Americans after the loss of its colonies in the
Spanish-American War. In the words of one contemporary writer, “The ignorance of the average
cultivated American concerning contemporary Spain, and all things Spanish, is extensive,
profound and extremely impressive. For the majority, Spain is still the land of soft guitars,
serenades, roses flung by gentle hands from barred windows, bullfights, beautiful and
unconventional cigarette makers, swanking matadors, conveniently carried daggers, and
magnificent passion”.35 Before the Great Depression, Spain was simply a tourist attraction for
America’s bourgeois. At this time, the men and women who would soon volunteer to fight for
its defense were mostly teenagers. To them Spain must have been just another spot on the map.
Official relations between the countries remained cordial after the Spanish-American War
of 1898. The two nations briskly resumed, and increased, the trade they shared before the war.36
By 1929, the largest company in Spain was an American company, International Telephone &
______________
33
P.W. Wilson, “Europe Why Has Freedom Failed?” New York Times, December 30, 1923.
34
Aurora Bosch, Miedo a la Democracia: Estados Unidos ante la Segunda Republica y la Guerra Civil Española
(Barcelona, 2012), 9.
35
Ben Ray Redman, “Spain Enters a New Epoch,” New York Times, January 8, 1922.
36
“Trade with Spain Brisk,” New York Times, September 2, 1901.
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Telegraph.37 In alignment with President Calvin Coolidge and President Herbert Hoover’s own
politics, their chosen ambassadors to Spain were conservative businessmen.38 When the Second
Spanish Republic was declared in 1931, Secretary of State Henry Stimson and Ambassador Irwin
Laughlin recommended that the US government hold off recognition. They feared the new
republic might evolve into a communist regime.39 Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s presidency
brought an ease in tensions with the Spanish Republic. His chosen ambassador, Claude G.
Bowers, was an anti-aristocratic Democrat who favored the new politics of Spain.
Bowers knew the real threat to stability in Spain was right-wing despotism and not
communism, as many Americans feared. Two years before the civil war, in 1934, Bowers
warned the US government of a possible coup by the military. A year later he warned Roosevelt
that the right-wing turn in Spanish politics seemed fascistic.40 The Sanjurjada in 1932, a failed
coup by noted Gen. Jose Sanjurjo, was the first significant threat to the new republic. But the
new nation was already plagued with problems. The Great Depression had deepened the already
commonplace poverty of the mass of Spaniards. The new republic’s land reforms, meant to give
land to the historically landless peasants, were seen as affronts to the elites. Impetus for labor
reform, sparked by the Depression and the international labor movement, meant that the unions
attained a higher level of legitimacy and power of Spain. Peasants on the land and laborers on
the streets grew restless. Although the government was finally promoting their interests, the
inherent sluggishness of democratic reform made the lower-classes hyperaware. The unions,
now as powerful as ever, initiated strikes and peasants took over farms. The military and the
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landed elites were appalled by such actions. The Church was firmly on the side of conservatism
after a streak of anti-clerical violence. These were usually retaliatory attacks caused by
perceived injustices or a build-up of frustration by the populace which resulted in the burning of
convents.
The clergy, the elites, and the military would be further solidified in their resentment of
the proletariat after the Asturian Miner’s Strike of 1934. The strike was a reaction to the general
election of 1933. A new political coalition, the Spanish Confederation of Autonomous Rightwing Groups (CEDA), had won a majority of seats with a mandate to roll back the radical
reforms of the previous government. Laborers across Spain reacted by calling for a general
strike. In Asturias, unlike elsewhere in Spain, the anarchists, socialists, communists, and radical
republicans all banded together in rebellion. They seized major cities, fought the Civil Guard,
dynamited the opposition, and in the turmoil, killed clerics. It was meant to be a major
proletariat revolution. The revolutionaries quickly seized most of the cities in Asturias and
formed their own socialist committees.41 The rebellion gave hope to the proletariat, but it meant
dread for the rest of Spain. It demonstrated to the CEDA that the radical proletarians were not
willing to play by the rules of democracy.
The 1934 revolution may have failed, but Spain was already revolutionized; this was
assured by the Spanish Constitution of 1931. Landless peasants were introduced to
representative democracy. Women were finally allowed to vote, marriage was made civil, and
divorces were facilitated. Unions were legitimized and leftists were given a voice in politics.
And perhaps most important, and most divisive, was the treatment given to the Catholic Church.
Church and state were completely demarcated. The Church was barred from schooling and its
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property could be subject to nationalization. The CEDA was the right-wing's reaction to Spain's
proletariat revolution. Its founder, Jose Gil-Robles, was an incendiary conservative who enjoyed
being called Jefe.42 The de facto counterrevolution began with the CEDA's plan to curtail the
progress of the new republic and to return to a more totalitarian form of government. During his
campaign, Gil-Robles promised to reconquer Spain and eliminate socialism entirely. He added,
"Democracy is not an end but a means to the conquest of the new state. When the time comes,
either parliament submits or we will eliminate it."43 But after the CEDA's loss to the Popular
Front (a collection of all the major left-wing parties) in the 1936 election, the military generals
decided that the counterrevolution should begin in earnest. They used the assassination of the
increasingly popular Conservative congressman Jose Calvo Sotelo by radical socialists as casus
belli for their insurrection on July 17, 1936.
International reactions to the military uprising varied. Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler
naturally welcomed the overthrow of the left-leaning government. Mexico and Russia
smoldered, but the importance lay with the United Kingdom, France, and the United States. The
leading democracies dithered and ultimately betrayed Spain. France heralded the defeat of the
Republic by initiating the plans for Non-Intervention.44 The French Popular Front government
had already allowed war materials across the Pyrenees. France thus initiated the plans for NonIntervention because they did not want the animosity of the overwhelmingly conservative
international community. 45 Most of that animosity came from Britain, still the leading political
force in Europe. From the outset of war, Britain’s government, led by the Conservatives under
Stanley Baldwin, demonstrated supreme indifference towards the Spanish Republic and greatly
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favored its embargo and blockade. British historian Anthony Beevor ventured to say that a proFranco plot by the British leadership was extremely plausible.46 However, it was also politically
prudent for the British leadership to remain neutral during the Spanish Civil War. The
atmosphere of the Great Depression led many Britons to move further left and further right.
Supporting the Spanish Republic could inflame the growing Fascist movement, while outright
opposition to Spain could lead to more unrest by the numerous left-wing organizations.
Meanwhile, non-Intervention meant that the legitimate Republican government could not
purchase arms; with Germany and Italy freely sending arms and personnel to Gen. Franco this
meant that the Republic was at a tremendous disadvantage.
The United States relied on Britain for much of its policy on Europe. When the Republic
was first formed, the US waited for the UK to recognize the government before establishing a
relationship with it. American neutrality during the Spanish Civil War was in full concordance
with British policy. But neutrality was also deeply American. Both parties in the US followed an
isolationist policy. 47 The American public, however, did not have the same restraint as its
representatives. Catholic Americans, urged by the Church, campaigned in support of Franco and
the nationalists. Intellectuals urged support for the legitimate Republic. Men like Ernest
Hemingway and Langston Hughes ventured to Spain to see the battle first-hand and to bring
poetic reports back home. William Randolph Hearst’s newspapers crusaded once more against
Spain; this time opposed to the left-leaning Republic. According to historian Allen Guttmann,
nothing stirred American emotions more during this time than the Spanish Civil War.48 And
nobody demonstrated that emotion more than the people who volunteered to fight for Spain.
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But their motivations for going to Spain went beyond defending the Spanish Republic.
The volunteers knew little of Spain and its people in 1936. Their retaliation against what they
perceived to be a fascist plot was motivated by their personal struggles at home. The proletariat
of America became involved in a uniquely Spanish situation which had become an extension of
the global proletariat struggle. Each volunteer had a personal reason for fighting in Spain. But
they also share distinct motivational trends with their comrades. Some were originally labeled as
foolhardy adventurers, but the majority of the volunteers were much more than that.
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CHAPTER III:
WHAT THEY WERE MADE OF
At war’s end, Ernest Hemingway declared that no men entered the earth as honorably as
those who died in Spain.49 Dolores Ibarruri, the voice of Republican Spain, said that the
international volunteers were the bravest crusaders for freedom.50 Both speaker’s remarks are
fair, but they belie the fact that the men and women who formed the International Brigades were
also ordinary people. Perhaps for this reason they have become larger than life in the eyes of
their comrades and admirers. They came from all walks of life and worked most professions.
Most were not militarily adept and fewer still had ever seen combat. The composition of the
International Brigades (IB) is as varied as the population of the countries they originated from.
The IB were birthed by the burning hatred for fascism in Southern Europe. Plans for the
formation of volunteer forces were brewing in Italy and France by September of 1936, less than
two months after the military uprising in Spain. The war had begun in earnest now, and although
the Republican government was initially hesitant in allowing foreign fighters it eventually
supported the plan. Fighting in Spain was an easy choice for the anti-fascists of Italy who had
then been persecuted for over a decade by Benito Mussolini. Italian socialists, communists, and
anarchists banded together to fight fascism in Spain. “We had a greater need of going to Spain
than the Spanish republic had need of us,” observed one Italian volunteer.51 Those Italians got
their chance at fighting fascistas when they faced off against Mussolini’s volunteer corps in
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Brihuega.52 The Comintern, the international Communist organization tasked with fomenting
proletariat revolutions, soon handled the influx of volunteers and urged the Communist parties
across the world to send men to Spain. French volunteers began pouring into Spain over the
Pyrenees, eventually numbering some 8,000 in total.
Although the French volunteers were the most numerous, it seems the Germans left the
largest impression on the Republican front. They were considered by many to be the best
soldiers. They also brought a large dose of enthusiasm with their motivational songs and
chants.53 Their prowess should come as no surprise as the Germans were already battlehardened from fighting fascists in the streets of Deutschland. Extending their struggle against
fascism to Spain was obvious for these leftist Germans as Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party were
already firmly in control by 1936. The Germans not only provided physical and moral support,
they proved instrumental in the early defense of Madrid.54 American volunteers would soon
consider them the best comrades and grew to admire their battle prowess. 55
The XV Brigade was the last brigade to be formed. It consisted of several, mostly Anglospeaking, battalions. It is unfortunately plagued with misnomers. In songs, the XV Brigade is
often called the Quinta Brigade, meaning Fifth Brigade. 56 The confusion arose because the XV
Brigade was technically the fifth brigade to be formed. Within the XV, the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade (ALB) was never the name of any American unit. The Americans originally formed the
“Lincoln Battalion.” The label of ALB became popularized after the war by associate
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organizations; the Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Battalion added the “Abraham,” and the
Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade made the use of “ALB” commonplace. Canadians
soon formed the Mackenzie–Papineau Battalion, and were supplemented with Americans.
Lastly, the Washington Battalion was formed later by Americans, but soon, due to massive
losses, was merged with the Lincoln Battalion. An artillery unit within the ALB unofficially
called itself the John Brown Battery. These units are now known collectively as the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade.
The first would-be members of the Lincoln Battalion left for France from New York City
on Christmas Day 1936.57 There were around 2,800 American volunteers in total, and many
more nurses, doctors, mechanics, and drivers who volunteered in non-combat roles. All states of
the nation were represented, except Delaware and Wyoming.58 Cameron Stewart’s study of over
2,000 volunteers shows that about seventy-percent were urbanites and about forty-percent came
from New York City.59 The actual number of New Yorkers in the ALB is lower than is
estimated as there is evidence that many of the volunteers were not originally from New York.
Plenty of them were looking for work, staying temporarily, or just waiting to be shipped to
France. It is also possible that some volunteers left records that they lived in New York, but
were simply giving their temporary address. However, New York remains the hub of the largest
group of volunteers. As the city of departure, the home of a large labor movement and pervasive
cosmopolitanism, and the largest city in the US, it is natural that New York provided the most
volunteers for Spain.
Jews were undoubtedly the largest ethnic group in the ALB. Ascertaining the exact
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number of Jewish volunteers is difficult as many of them changed their last names to avoid being
tracked. For example, Leonard Lamchik changed his surname to Lamb.60 Stewart claims that at
least thirty-seven percent, from a target study of 900 volunteers, had surnames which are Jewish
in derivation.61 Carroll states that they numbered at least thirty-percent.62 The high ratio of Jews
in the Communist Party USA (CPUSA) and in New York explains their commensurate high
numbers in the ALB. The CPUSA had consistently drawn Jewish members; this was especially
true after their anti-Nazi stance in the 1930s.63 As we shall see, the Jewish volunteers were also
highly motivated in wanting to strike at what they perceived to be a fascist advance in Spain.
Europeans and recent immigrants from other countries also represented a large group in
the ALB. Stewart’s study shows that ten-percent of recruits were foreigners.64 Most of these
men were recent European immigrants. Research in the Abraham Lincoln Brigades Archives
database shows that nearly every European country is represented with anywhere from a dozen
to two dozen volunteers.65 Nations such as Finland, Russia, Yugoslavia, France, Italy, Poland,
and Germany represent one-percent each of the total ALB volunteers. Greek volunteers are also
a noticeable group with nearly 30 recorded recruits.66 Cuba, due to its proximity and its
abundance of leftist radicals, also provided the ALB with many recruits.
A smaller group in the ALB, but one which has received much attention, are AfricanAmericans. There were about ninety black volunteers in the ALB, accounting for three-percent
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of the total.67 Some came from the South, like Mississippian James Yates. But the South is by
far the least represented region of the US in the ALB. Only five-percent of volunteers came from
Southern states.68 The reason for such low numbers is the lack of a CPUSA presence in the
South, which in turn stems from a lack of labor organization in the South.
Most volunteers were blue-collar workers. Cameron Stewart's study of over 700
volunteers only represents thirty-percent of the ALB, but it gives us a good indication of their
occupations before the war. Over twenty-percent of all the American volunteers were maritime
workers.69 A large majority of this group were longshoremen on the Atlantic Coast. The large
number of waterfront laborers may seem disproportionate at first. However, longshoremen were
numerous in the Northeast. They also had connections with the CPUSA through their unions.
Furthermore, most longshoremen were able-bodied men familiar with ocean travel. Some of
them departed from Spain from the very docks in which they worked. Other major occupations
include automobile workers, steel workers, and miners. Nearly five-percent of Lincoln Brigade
volunteers described their occupation as "union organizer."70 Trade-unionism played a naturally
large role in the American leftist movement and, as we shall see, it became a major motivational
factor for enlistment in the ALB. Most other volunteers worked standard service jobs, but at
least two were college professors and one volunteer identified as a stuntman.71
The origins, ethnicities, and occupations of the volunteers correlate with the
demographics of the CPUSA.72 Most were working-class men, from the Northeast, of European
descent. Indeed the great majority of volunteers were card-carrying Communists. Stewart
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claims that about seventy-percent were Communists. Nearly one-hundred percent were members
of the Youth Communist League or the CPUSA. But this number is deceiving. Many of the
volunteers only joined the Communist organizations in order to travel to Spain. Wisconsinite
Donald MacLeod states that he joined the Young Communist League because he was told he
would have a much better chance of going to Spain.73 Other volunteers did the same. The Party
indeed favored those volunteers who were already members of the YCL or the CPUSA and
heavily scrutinized non-Party members.74 The CPUSA did not want to alert the American
government of its recruitment for Spanish Civil War, which was already illegal by the time they
began looking for volunteers. By choosing from within Party membership they limited the
chances of government infiltration or surveillance. For people like MacLeod, joining a
Communist organization was far from an inconvenience. Many of the eventual volunteers were
already politically active in leftist organizations or unions. Others, like John Murra, John Penrod,
and Rosario Pistone managed to be approved to fight in Spain without membership.
Some of these men state that they knew little in the way of Marxist thought. Their
motivation was apolitical. They were seen as mere adventurers by contemporary media.
According to Stewart, popular literature describes the volunteers as going “for the hell of it.” 75
The New York Times called them courageous “youngsters.” 76 That they were boys was another
common misconception of the volunteers.77 Their adventurousness and their youth were
conflated into a prevailing myth. While their youthfulness was certainly a myth, the average
volunteer was twenty-seven, it seems that a slim minority of them were in fact seeking
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adventure.78
Hank Rubin, the medical student turned revolutionary, encountered one such adventurer.
In Texas, on his way to New York for departure to Spain, Hank met a fellow comrade. John (no
surname is given) was also travelling to New York in order to fight in Spain. Rubin describes
John as entirely nonpolitical; a young passionate man roaming the country. They discuss Spain
ardently and boasted about the opportunity to kill fascists themselves. It is not known whether
John made it to Spain. He met a young woman on the bus and promised Rubin that he would
meet up with him later in New York; the Spanish Civil War was “just a wonderful adventure for
him.”79 There are some inferences to be made about John, though we know next to nothing
about him. John, like Hank and one-fifth of the country, was unemployed. As we shall see,
unemployment pushed many of the volunteers towards action; they not only wanted a source of
employment, but a sense that they were participating in world events. John was also single,
judging by his affinity for young women and the average marriage rate. Only fifteen-percent of
ALB volunteers were married.80 Youth, unemployment, and a lack of familial ties compounded
to leave little to lose for some of the volunteers. What little else motivation they needed came
from within.
Daniel Groden, an unemployed electrician from New York City, affirmed that Spain was
the answer to his frustrations, “Spain was the accumulation of, and as I said, frankly, all my
frustrations — I got tired of being unemployed, tired of looking for a job, tired of doing — I said
well here I've got something to do! I have no ties here, really.”81 Groden displayed little political
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fervor. Unlike most of his comrades, he did not seem to have an ideological battle to fight in
Spain. His lack of prospects at home provided a foundation for his desire to go out and do
something overseas. This was also the likely case for some friends of Alabaman volunteer
Arthur Landis. After discussing his intentions to fight in Spain at his local pool hall, three of
Landis’ friends became so enthused they decided to join the CPUSA in order to fight in Spain
with him.82
While there are more examples of adventurous and impulsive volunteers, they are not
representative of the majority of the ALB membership. Romantic martyrdom and idealistic
bravery is found throughout many of the volunteer's writing, but the vast majority of them were
grounded individuals with a clear agenda. Clifton Amsbury, a Kansan student, describes his
mission to Spain as a "strictly pragmatic decision."83 Amsbury sought to prevent a larger world
war by stopping fascism in Spain. This was a common motivational factor among the
volunteers. In a letter to his father, volunteer John Cookson apologized for leaving home
without notice. He also sought to explain why he had left Wisconsin for Spain: "Of course you
are very surprised I'm here but it is the result of clear and cool judgment after a number of
months." Cookson added, "Also, you know I've never been adventuristic nor had any suppressed
desires. Such can not explain my actions."84 Cookson went on to explain the role of fascism in
modern politics. He and others represent a distinct category of volunteers who were well
informed on the political situation in Europe. Amsbury and Cookson, along with most of their
comrades, went to Spain as political soldiers. Fighting in Spain was not simply an adventurous
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pursuit; it became an extension of their personal struggles at home and the struggle of their
brethren proletarians abroad.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE THING TO DO
When asked why he went to Spain, Ed Balchowsky asserted, “It seemed like a perfectly
natural thing to do . . . Very simple."85 Although Carl Marzani claims that "I was
unquestionably of all the people that went to Spain, the one who was simply born to go to
Spain,” many of the volunteers expressed an innate motivation for fighting in Spain. 86 Robert
Reed spoke for a majority of his comrades when he said, "It just seemed the thing to do there."87
A legion of volunteers saw their fighting in Spain as imperative. That reasoning is not as
obvious to us now that their battle has reached its nearly eightieth anniversary. But even in 1936
and 1937, when the men decided to travel to Spain, the all-encompassing “thing to do” was
variegated. A dissection of the various reasons why fighting in Spain was “the thing to do” is
necessary for understanding their motivations. For many, the fight in Spain was a clear
extension of the proletarian struggle at home. Others saw in Spain’s political system what they
desired in America’s. A few recruits were true-believing socialists who felt the world was on the
brink of some kind of utopia; Franco and his fascist counterparts were threatening that. Several
volunteers were born into politically leftist families, “red diaper babies” as they were called, and
inevitably saw the Spanish Civil War as their own battleground. Some volunteers had become so
accustomed to violence at home that they wanted to practice it on a visible enemy abroad.
Others were so engaged in discussions about the war that action became the only recourse.
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The Great Depression was an integral factor in the formation of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade. The ailing economy set off a chain reaction that led to a marked depletion in the
standard of living of the average American. Loss of employment led to a loss in material wealth.
Shelter and family no longer served as roots when homes were lost and families broken. Many
of the volunteers took to the road, not in a beatnik search for meaning, but for primal subsistence.
Railroad cars served as complimentary, albeit dangerous, modes of transportation. Rural
sharecroppers and tenant farmers travelled to the North, East, and West in search of
opportunities. They found antagonism with the cities' capitalist class and comradeship amongst
their working class counterparts. Formerly apolitical young men created organizations and
unions to either maintain their jobs or at least maintain a living salary. The Communist Party
USA, the Socialist Party of America, and the trade unions sprang into action and sent
representatives across the country.
Benjamin "Butch" Goldstein recalled what an awesome impression the Communists
made on him. Like many Americans, Goldstein's understanding of Communists had already
been skewed before every meeting one. "I used to think that they were, uh, they were
Bolsheviks, or Russians, and they would all throw bombs," he recalled.88 But after receiving
their help in organizing a union and seeing their efforts at helping people receive relief from the
government, Goldstein decided to join the Party. The Communist membership engaged the
working class men of America like nobody had before. "Everything you asked 'em, they knew
the answers to . . . these people were brilliant! I never met guys like that," Goldstein exclaimed. 89
Communist organizers bellowed on milk boxes on street corners, stood in doorways in the way
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of evictors, sat in on city meetings; all of it aimed at helping the laborers and stirring them up.
Some of them would soon volunteer to fight in Spain. Frank Bonetti worked at an
Unemployment Council before travelling to Spain. The council was much admired by the
emerging leftists like Goldstein.90 Bonetti was tasked with taking local families to relief offices
and helping them receive relief. His efforts emboldened when he realized Mexican families
were given less aid than others.91
Leftist activists and organizers won the admiration and confidence of thousands of
working class Americans through those grassroots efforts. Hesitant laborers became cardcarrying members; staunch leftists became even more zealous. If Americans did not already
think of themselves as proletarians, membership in Marxist organizations ensured that they did.
The working class of America soon adopted the dialectic of the Marxist intelligentsia.
Capitalism became a system of oppression, not of opportunity. They talked the talk and walked
the picket lines. Interaction with Communists and Socialists also broadened their understanding
of the proletarian struggle across the globe. They soon formed part of a larger leftist movement.
Popular Front movements were aimed at uniting leftist factions and being more inclusive
with liberals. Although the Popular Front policy in America did not result in electoral success,
the CPUSA’s efforts to broaden its base led it to prominence. In the USA, the Popular Front
resulted in a change of rhetoric: “Communism is twentieth-century Americanism.”92 Leftist
literature began equating the ideology of the Founding Fathers and Abraham Lincoln to Marxist
ideology. The naturalization of Communism to America also came with an emphasis on
international Communism. The Popular Front governments in France, Spain and Russia were
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celebrated in the face of rising fascism. Communists always looked outwardly and the events of
the 1930s pushed that internationalism further. The invasion of Manchuria by the Japanese
Empire in 1931 was seen as capitalist imperialism. Hitler's attainment of plenary powers in
Germany alarmed even non-European leftists. Finally, Mussolini's invasion of Abyssinia in
1935 assured them that Fascists were bent on war. Thus, the Spanish Civil War came at a crucial
moment for the would-be volunteers. Their Marxist political awakening was coupled with
empathetic internationalism. It was under these circumstances that the volunteers came to see
the war as an extension of their struggles at home.
The Second Spanish Republic under the Popular Front represented the hopes of
America’s proletarians. It was a fresh democracy with a surprising government at the helm.
Spain’s 1936 election had brought the Frente Popular to power. It was a coalition of all the
major left and liberal factions in Spain. All the major Communist and Socialist parties were
represented, along with the major trade unions and the Republican factions. Their immediate
mandate was, aside from lessening the existing political dissonance, the continuation of
agricultural reform and collectivization. But the Popular Front also represented a continuation of
progressive ideals which the 1931 Spanish Constitution promised, but the government had not
yet delivered. Volunteer Dave Thompson fought for the Republic because “they were fighting
for all the things we had: little less power to one church, little less land for nobility, more for
people, universal education, all the things America stood for.”93 Several volunteers expressed
this connection with Spain. John Rody, a miner’s son from Pennsylvania, knew his cause was
righteous after witnessing the equality in the USSR and Spain. “The one thing . . . that made me
realize that I was doing the right thing . . . was to see the Soviet people, to talk to them, to see
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what happiness they had.”94 Though Rody knew that the people of Russia and Spain did not
enjoy the same benefits as his more industrialized homeland, he felt those countries were doing
good by their people. These volunteers saw in Spain what they valued and wanted to see
implemented in their own country.
More radical volunteers went to Spain to establish the new world order of international
socialism. FBI Director John Edgar Hoover’s assertion that the volunteers who went to Spain
“furthered Bolshevism’s international greed” is less fantastical when one considers the testimony
of some volunteers.95 When asked what his principal reason was for going to Spain, Arthur
Landis explained: “Well, we actually believed that we were on the verge, so to speak, of a
potential world-wide socialist victory.” 96 The right-wing uprising in Spain was, to true-believing
volunteers like Landis, a direct threat to a possible socialist utopia. The civil war in Spain,
although in reality a complex and deeply suis generis struggle, became an essential battle in the
international struggle of the proletariat. Alfred Amery, one of the few ALB volunteers with
military training, shared the same notions as Landis when he first arrived in Spain: “Spain!
Blazed in my mind, the land of the future! I felt the thrill of my life on the top of the Pyrenees.
No more foul stinking capitalist unemployment! Shit on capitalism! Viva España and socialism!
Viva el Mundo Nuevo!”97
Other volunteers saw Spain, not as the battleground of socialism, but as the underdog in
an unjust battle. Fighting in the Spanish Civil War meant fighting for an essential part of their
identity. Most working class Americans must have felt like underdogs in the early 1930s. At
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this time, many Americans identified with the most famous underdog of the era: the
thoroughbred Seabiscuit. It’s unlikely success, due to the horse’s small stature and seemingly
inauspicious nature, and eventual victories gave much needed hope to many fans. ALB
volunteers identified with their own struggling comrades. The frustration at seeing families
being evicted is a common thread amongst the volunteers. When asked why he wanted to go to
Spain Donald MacLeod responded, “I had a strong sense of helping the underdog . . . There was
a certain amount of deprivations that we all suffered in the Depression that brought people
together, it had a positive aspect.”98 For MacLeod and others, the Spanish war was not just a
political cause, it was an extension of their very own identities as downtrodden peoples.
For many other volunteers, the fight in Spain was strictly political. Carl Marzani, who
exclaimed that he was the only ALB volunteer who was born to fight in Spain, is a great example
of the number of volunteers who were raised on a tradition of activism and leftism. Marzani was
born in 1912 in Rome and was bred to loathe Fascists.99 He recalls catching a few glimpses of
Mussolini as a child and already hating him. His father was a classical socialist who fled Italy
after Mussolini came to power. Marzani recalls brawling with the Ballillas, a Fascist youth
group. They wore black uniforms like Mussolini’s squadistri. Marzani’s boy scout group wore
red handkerchiefs. The red handkerchiefs symbolized the Catholic Church, but it still left the
impression to the young Marzani that he was fighting a proletarian battle. He explains that his
politicization came naturally: “There are two things about me which are absolutely like blood,
like flesh. One was the fucking system was no good, capitalists were bastards . . . And I was antifascist. . . . I was simply born, literally born a complete anti-fascist, a complete anti-capitalist.”100
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He soon found himself in the warfront by buying his own ticket to Spain. Like others, Marzani
explained that fighting in Spain was the thing to do: "Events that were taking place in the world
were such that they corresponded so strongly and so completely with my own upbringing and
background, that it simply was the most natural thing in the world to do."101
Oiva Halonen, a Finnish-American from Minnesota, self-identified as a “red diaper
baby.”102 He was born, like Marzani in 1912, in an opera house owned by the Finnish Socialist
Workers organization. His father was a Communist and an organizer. He was forced to flee to
Detroit after receiving threats from the owners of the mine he tried to organize. Oiva followed in
his father’s footsteps by becoming an active CPUSA member and organizer. He did not
elaborate on his reasoning for fighting in Spain. A friend of his said he was going to Spain and
Oiva followed along. As ardent, life-long, leftists, Halonen and Marzani fought in Spain because
it was a part of their own identities. It was a family tradition to support their fellow leftists and
oppose the capitalist class. Their voyage to Spain was like an overseas trip to a union meeting, a
labor strike, or a run-in with the Red Squad.
Many of the ALB volunteers were quite familiarized with violence. The Red Squads,
police units tasked with cracking down on “Reds,” were based in most large US cities. They
were infamously responsible for brutalizing the labor movement. But they also infuriated and
even motivated some Americans to fight in Spain. Most of the hardline volunteers had some
experience with police brutality. They were beaten during strikes and protests, arrested without
charges, and ridiculed and beaten while in custody. Those who did not experience it first hand,
heard it through friends or the press. Minnesotan Carl Slater recalled being harassed by the Red
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Squad in Wisconsin in 1936.103 They picked him up and seized his belongings after seeing him
dwell in the CPUSA headquarters in Milwaukee. The officers took his keys and ransacked the
office, causing considerable damage. They falsely charged him with disorderly conduct. Slater
was angry when he decided to go to Spain. He explained part of his motivation as such, “I
suppose the thing of being able to get a gun and shoot back was some kind of a plus thing.” 104
To men like Slater, the reactionaries in America were comparable to the “fascists” in Spain. The
volunteers were fighting a much more visible, but similar, enemy in Spain.
Oscar Hunter, a Black Indian from New Jersey, also explained that his motivation to fight
in Spain was the need to practice violence. Hunter was no stranger to discrimination and
persecution, but what convinced him to volunteer for the Spanish Civil War was seeing a group
of beheaded loyalists in the paper.105 He recalled walking out of the subway with his friend, a
German refugee, who saw her husband’s beheaded corpse in a newspaper photograph. Hunter
was already a union organizer and CPUSA member when the news of the civil war hit the
stockyards where he was working in Chicago. He described himself as "well trained in
Marxism."106 But his reasoning for travelling to Spain seems to have stemmed more from a
visceral need for reprisal than for political reasons. He explained, "When that woman said, he
was my husband. I will never forget it. It was time, here's a chance to at least not have a god
damn cop on a picket line, you know but that I'd have a gun against a gun."107 The same wrath is
tangible in a letter by Pennsylvanian Charles Nusser to his girlfriend. He wrote, "My darling
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Mary, I am thinking of you always as I kill the fascists."108 This perversely romantic address
signifies that either Nusser's girlfriend was a diehard anti-fascist who would appreciate the
sentiment, or Nusser was so involved in wanting to kill fascists that he felt it proper to involve
his sweetheart. Slater, Hunter, and Nusser demonstrate that retaliation was as much a valid
motivation for fighting as any other. These men and their comrades were tired of harassment
and familiarized with violence. Recruitment for fighting in the Spanish Civil War presented an
opportunity to unleash their frustrations on what they perceived to be a clearly defined enemy:
the fascist.
For volunteers like Robert Reed, Butch Goldstein, and Abraham Osheroff fighting in the
war became the "thing to do" because they had already been embroiled in its discussion. The
Spanish Civil War had been the topic of conversation amongst leftists from its very beginning in
July 1936. The continuous siege of Madrid throughout the war, the bombing of Guernica in
1937 and the various atrocities committed by the Nationalist side made the war the main focus of
the recruits. Organizations immediately sprouted across the major metropolitan centers of
America in an effort to lend aid to Republican Spain. The American Society for Technical Aid
to Spain, the American Friends of Spanish Democracy, and the American Medical Bureau to
Save Spanish Democracy, were among the largest organizations which disseminated information
on the war and sent aid to the Spanish Republic.109 The would-be volunteers hung around the
organizations' headquarters to discuss the situation. As many of them were unemployed and
deeply involved in organizing, they spent a majority of their free time at CPUSA or Youth
Communist League headquarters. The YMCA was also a major hangout for many of the
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recruits. The situation in Spain was the topic of interest in nearly every place they congregated.
Robert Reed describes the enveloping discussion of Spain as his main motivation for
going. When asked how he decided, Reed said, "Well people whom I knew had gone and I was
in groups where there was a lot discussion about going. . . . And it just seemed the thing to do
there. That was a political consciousness and peer pressure if you want to put it that way, the
thing to do."110 Although it is clear that no American was forced to fight in Spain, peer pressure
played a large role.111 The volunteers surrounded themselves with activist comrades who
discussed the war at length. Butch Goldstein expressed the same motivation: "And then I
thought, my God, here, I'm talkin', talkin', here I'm young, you know? Supposed to be a tough
guy and everything. And, uh, I believed in the same things. How could I talk and not go?" 112
Peer pressure was obviously not the sole motivation. It was the men themselves who allowed the
passions surrounding Spain to penetrate their psyche. Abraham Osheroff offered the same
reasoning. "I began to feel a little bit ashamed of myself. Funny. How could I get up in front of
a crowd, and talk about supporting the Spanish Republic, when people are going over there to
fight," he continued, "That's what pushed me in that direction."113 Osheroff admitted to feeling
hypocritical for supporting Spain without fighting in Spain. These volunteers immersed
themselves so fully in the war that it led them to want to risk their very lives for it.
The men who formed the Abraham Lincoln Brigade explained that Spain was the "thing
to do" because ultimately they allowed it to become the "thing to do." Their politics, identities,
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traditions, and psyches so aligned with the struggle in Spain that volunteering for it became an
innate response. They surrounded themselves, and in turn surrounded their comrades, with the
situation in Spain. Their memberships in the various leftist organizations also ensured that Spain
was always on their minds.
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CHAPTER V:
THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONS
A few brigadistas made it to Spain on their own accord.114 But without the efforts of the
Comintern and the Communist Party USA there would have never been enough Americans to
form a battalion in Spain. It was Joseph Stalin’s acquiescence which allowed the Communists
around the world to spring into action in aid of Spain. And although some detractors have
inflated the Communists’ role in Spain to ridiculous proportions, it is true that the International
Brigade would not have existed without them.115 The CPUSA and associated organizations not
only paid for the Americans’ fares and organized their units in Spain, they created an
environment where volunteerism for Spain flourished. Many volunteers joined the fight because
of their deep respect for the Communists in America. Others were moved by the rhetoric of the
Daily Worker, the official CPUSA organ. The Daily Worker was so popular amongst volunteers
that it seems to have held a monopoly as their source of knowledge on Spain. The reason why
most volunteers felt that Spain was the center of the universe was the efforts of the CPUSA and
the Daily Worker. Other volunteers were moved by Spain because of the high esteem they
placed on another venerable organization: the union.
The CPUSA of the 1930s was undertaking a transformation. Its dwindling membership
in the late 1920s necessitated a change. It began befriending moderates and liberals to bolster its
new activism. The CPUSA also adopted famously the plight of Blacks in America. These new
measures improved the Party’s image and broadened its base of supporters. Although these
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efforts could be considered merely as an attempt to gain more supporters, they were also
perfectly aligned with the social aspects of Communism and followed the general trend of the
CPUSA’s search for an American identity.116 The Communists of the Great Depression, unable
to contend with the great popularity of Roosevelt, lightened the revolutionary fervor and opted
for a philosophy of gradual transition from bourgeois democracy to socialism. But the change in
thought did not mean an abandonment of activism; the economy was never worse than in the
early 1930s. Communists took to the streets, docks, and dirt roads in an effort to organize the
proletariat.
Albert Chisholm, a Black Washingtonian, was not at all familiar with Communists before
his contact with them while working the docks.117 The local Communists were working on
integrating Blacks into a maritime union for unskilled workers. Communist activists pushed the
government into eliminating discrimination against blacks in the employment of steward jobs.
Chisholm was instantly drawn to the Communists. When asked what Communism meant to him
before the war, Chisholm said, “See it means a lot when you see the old saying that actions speak
louder than words. That’s what these people were doing. Their actions spoke loud . . . these
people weren’t joking.”118 Chisholm equated Communism with action. He admitted to knowing
little of Marxism; it was the actions, not the thought that counted. He soon joined the YCL and
began working to form another maritime union in Washington. When a fellow comrade in
Seattle asked him if he wanted to join the fight in Spain, Chisholm agreed. He soon found
himself being interviewed by the same Party member and two weeks later was on a bus for New
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York City. It is highly doubtful that Chisholm would have gone to Spain had he not first been
impressed by the CPUSA and subsequently been recruited.
Harry Fisher was another Communist recruit who became involved in Spain because of
the Party’s activism. Fisher grew up watching the unfortunately common sight of evicted
families and their lowly possessions on New York sidewalks during the depression. One day he
saw a young group of men carrying furniture back up into an evicted family’s home. They were
opposing the landlords by refurnishing homes and reversing evictions. Fisher recalled, “When I
saw that the organization responsible for carrying the furniture back up five flights was the
Young Communist League, it was enough to make me join up. It made me feel good to know
there was an organization that didn’t just talk, but actually did something.”119 Again, it was the
fact that the CPUSA was committed to action that impressed the would-be volunteers. When
Fisher joined the YCL and organized for them he encountered a solidarity he had never known
before: “Those were some days, the strikes, the clashes, the meetings, the discussions – and the
togetherness. We talked about things that were happening all over the world, as well as the
problems facing the union.”120 The CPUSA and the YCL provided men like Fisher with a
reliable ideology with which to understand the new world while simultaneously giving them the
comradeship and the grounds on which to test it.
When recruiting volunteers for the International Brigade in Spain, the Communist Party
greatly encouraged Party and YCL members to enlist their own friends. This aspect of
recruitment for the ALB has been overlooked by existing scholarship. John Gates' interview
with John Gerassi demonstrates this recruitment process. Gates' own friend, who he described as
"the guy who indirectly was the cause of my becoming a communist," had droned about Spain
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for a while.121 Gates was very much interested in volunteering so he asked his friend about how
he could join. When he asked, his friend was more than happy to direct him to the recruiting
apparatus: "And, uh, of course, this is what he was waiting for, you know, waiting for me to
volunteer." It seems his friend had discussed Spain at length to try to get him to join. The Party
soon contacted Gates and put him in the same position as his friend. Gates recalled, "Even then,
before I could go, I had to try to recruit other people to go to Spain, which I did succeed getting a
number of others from the area who went with me." The CPUSA recruitment apparatus, in a
very forthright manner, urged volunteers to recruit their friends. In Gates' case, he was told he
would have to recruit others in order for him to volunteer as well. The likely reason for this
recruitment process was that the Party would save money if they sent several recruits together in
groups. This highlights the more overt way in which the Party encouraged and motivated
recruits in America.
According to John Murra, the CPUSA was more forceful in its recruitment for the ALB.
In discussing his own enlistment for Spain, Murra said, "Because many people went out of
commitment, and some people went forced. At the high level, people were forced by their
political jobs in the C.P. to go. But that wasn't my case."122 This assertion upends the general
consensus on the involvement of the Party in recruitment. Murra admitted to never being a
member of the CPUSA, though he did participate in YCL activities. He defends the CPUSA's
role in Spain and commends them for giving opportunities to the underprivileged. Murra's
statements about the forceful recruitment have no verifiable political bias when one considers his
generally positive opinion about the Party. There is no concrete proof that any of the ALB
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recruits were forced to fight. Murra's assertion that the "high level" Communists might lose their
job if they did not volunteer is untenable. Why would the Party send its leaders to fight, and
quite possibly die, in Spain? There is proof from an FBI informer who infiltrated the ALB that
discredits Murra’s claim. He declared that the Party was sending “expendable” men to Spain and
that it was certainly not sending its best members.123 Furthermore, the Party had plenty of
recruits to choose from. While the Party and its recruitment apparatus assuredly urged
volunteerism in Spain, there is no evidence that they forcibly sent recruits.
As we have seen, many of the volunteers had clear and distinct reasons for volunteering.
The Party did not have to force people to fight because plenty of Americans were already waiting
in line. It had already placed a spotlight on Spain and men were naturally drawn to it. Many
volunteers declared that they considered Spain to be at the epicenter of their thoughts and
actions. Clement Markert, a student in Boulder, Colorado, claimed in 1937 that Spain was the
“intellectual forefront of anybody interested in affairs of that sort.”124 Loyalist supporters and
the CPUSA went to his university to try to recruit volunteers for Spain. They must have done a
terrific job for Markert and his comrades in the small city of Boulder to consider Spain to be at
the forefront. Art Landis also proclaimed that Spain was “the center of everything.” 125 The
situation in Spain, “was the center of the universe,” he continued, “Nothing else was happening
at that time, except Spain.”126 Many other volunteers expressed the same sentiment. In truth,
nothing as major as the Spanish Civil War was occurring in late 1936 and early 1937.
Roosevelt’s campaign for a second-term was of little interest to the radicalized volunteers. The
sit-down strike against Ford Motor Company in Flint, Michigan was a mostly spontaneous affair.
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Stalin’s Great Purge was not well known to Communists abroad. A coup by right-wing Ioannis
Metaxas was likely only of interest to Greek-Americans. The Spanish Civil War indeed enjoyed
premiership in the eyes of many leftists. But the CPUSA certainly played a large role in
disseminating information on the war and encouraging aid to Republican Spain.
Its main avenue into the minds of Americans was the Daily Worker, a newspaper based in
New York City. The paper was incredibly popular among the volunteers; many of them
admitting that it was their major source of knowledge on Spain. In a letter to his wife, Frank
Costanzo critiques the democratic countries for not supporting Spain. He beckons her to read the
Daily Worker to understand the situation, “Does the Daily Worker still come to the house? If not
you should get it, for only in it will you get the true news of Spain.”127 While in Spain, Oscar
Hunter recalled getting batches of Daily Worker at the front.128 The paper also played an integral
role in the radicalization of the volunteers. Carl Slater described his radicalization as follows:
“Then I joined up with the Communists, began reading the Daily Worker.” 129 For Carl and
others, reading the Worker was not just a way to receive information, it was an essential part of
their identities as proletarians. Butch Goldstein named the Daily Worker as integral to his leftist
education.130 He also admitted that the paper was their only reliable source on Fascism. He
recalled, when discussing the treatment of Jews in Germany, “I tell you, if you'd read the Daily
Worker, you know what it meant! Now maybe they were exaggerating, I don't know, but that's
the only, it was the only information we got!"131 While the Worker was mainly based in New
York, it was the main reading material for the ALB volunteers. It made its way across the
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United States into the hands of the future ALB members. Its coverage on the Spanish Civil War
was an essential source of information for the future volunteers.
The Daily Worker’s constant coverage of the Spanish Civil War emphasized the
importance of war to its readers. In fact, the paper had covered the situation in Spain since the
republic was formed in 1931. On the front page the day after the Second Spanish Republic was
proclaimed, April 15, 1931, the Daily Worker criticized the Socialists of Spain for supposedly
allowing the landowners to remain in power.132 This critique coincided with the pre-Popular
Front policies of the Comintern in which the Communists viewed the moderate left with disdain.
A few days later, on April 20, 1931, it continued to lambast Spanish Socialists as elitist traitors
bent on helping the Catholic Church and the landowners.133 This account was a blatant
fabrication as it was too soon, only days into the new government, to tell how the Socialists and
Republicans were to handle land reform. The Daily Worker’s early accounts of the Second
Republic are thus mostly propagandized and in compliance with Soviet policy.
The Daily Worker drastically changed its stance on the Spanish Republican government
during the Popular Front-era. It lauded Spain’s Socialist and Communist leaders for their
support of the May Day celebrations of 1936.134 In that same issue, a mere two months before
the war began, the Worker was celebrating the bravery of Spanish Socialists: “If Norman
Thomas and other ‘militants’ think that they are rather daring, they should learn from the
Socialist Party of Spain.”135 The future ALB volunteers were treated to this new attitude towards
Spanish politics by the Worker, which was a complete reversal of the attitudes before the 1935
Popular Fronts. It matched more closely with the solidarity of Americans proletarians during the
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Great Depression. Furthermore, many of the volunteers actually identified as Socialist. The war
came at a time when many of them were adopting a leftist political identity. They would likely
not have been as interested in the CPUSA or the war if it had continued its divisive attitude
towards moderate leftists.
The picture that was painted by their favorite newspaper was one of upmost optimism in
the face of rising fascism. On May 6, 1936, after the Italians had occupied Addis Ababa, the
Worker was reporting that the brave Ethiopian fighters would continue to repel the fascists. 136
Meanwhile, Spain was consistently being described as a utopian worker’s democracy. On July
15, 1936, the paper praised the Spanish Popular Front for being incredibly inclusive with the
proletarians and described a government conference as “a form more democratic than any yet
encountered in bourgeois democracy.”137 On the eve of war, July 17, 1936, the Worker’s
optimism continued when it reported that the workers routed a fascist advance.138 This was
another exaggeration; there were no “Fascist forces” on July 16 th. Some military personnel had
indeed joined the preparations for the military coup, but they were not a cohesive force which
could be “routed.” The prevailing positive outlook on Spain continued throughout the war.

Figure 1. Front page, from Daily Worker, July 20, 1936.
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After the uprising gained ground and the war materialized, the Worker’s first headline
dedicated to the war proclaimed that the government of Spain was arming the proletarians. 139
The paper once again gave an overly favorable view of the situation in Spain to its leftist readers.
The government had indeed decided to arm some laborers in certain cities, but this only
happened after much hesitation by the leadership.140 When weapons were finally made available
to the clamoring public only 5,000 small-arms functioned.141 The Worker failed to report on
those important details. On the issue of the following day, it once again reported that Spanish
laborers were routing the Fascist advance.142 There were two major errors in this report. Firstly,
the initial rebel forces were not Fascist; in fact, Francisco Franco had yet to decide what kind of
philosophy the military uprising would adopt. Secondly, while there were initial victories by the
Loyalists in urban areas, the rebels had already made significant and irreversible gains in
southern Spain. In a subsequent report, the Worker claimed that the government had “moped
up” the retreating fascists.143 The image of the war provided by the newspaper was one of
constant victories by the proletariat against the “Fascists.” The volunteers read the reports on
Spain religiously and undoubtedly cheered every supposed victory by the laborers and the
Spanish Government.
The war in Spain was given front page attention in nearly every issue from July 1937 to
the war’s end in 1939. Support organizations worked with the Daily Worker on raising funds
and awareness. It even featured a “Junior ALB” membership where kids could send letters
showing their support of the Spanish Republic.144 The ALB soon became a consistent
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protagonist in the paper’s stories.145 Americans could count on a daily dose of news and
passionate editorials about Spain only weeks into the war. As Butch Goldstein admitted, their
stories were often exaggerated, often false, but it was the only source they trusted. The atrocities
committed by the Nationalist rebels were among the few things that the Worker did not
exaggerate. Stories about beheadings by the Moroccan forces, bombing raids by the Germans,
and executions by the rebel leaders were accurate. The injustice of aerial bombings on civilian
targets, a tactic that was making a public debut in Spain, was often cited by the volunteers as a
source of their hatred for Fascists.

Figure 2. Photograph of a child victim in the bombings of Madrid, from Daily Worker, November 29, 1936.
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The paper created a sense of urgency about the Spanish Civil War. Though its reports
remained optimistic, its editorials urged Americans to aid the Second Republic. Weekly aid
campaigns, running the entire length of the war, were advertised. Bombing reports incited hatred
for the rebels and the Nazis. The Communist Party had officially vilified Fascists since 1935. It
had warned the public of the imminent danger in allowing Fascist states to continue unchecked.
Its premonitions had come true in the form of the Spanish Civil War. The Daily Worker
provided Americans with shining examples of the veracity of international Communist policy.
For the readers, and eventual volunteers, the CPUSA had been right all along. The news said
Spain could be won, but only with much effort and sacrifice. They thus dove into an
increasingly complex, and increasingly deadly, conflict with the false belief that they were well
informed and on the winning side.

Figure 3. Hubris in headline of Sunday edition, from Daily Worker, August 2, 1936.

The Daily Worker may have been overzealous in its positive treatment of Spain’s
political situation, but the fact remained that Spain was exceedingly pro-labor. Its
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comparatively moderate government turned further left as the war progressed. 146 Spanish trade
unions' had been outlawed and threatened before, but the 1931 constitution finally legalized the
right to unionize. They grew immensely and soon permeated the daily operations of many
Spaniards. During the war, the large trade unions were allowed to form militias and take part in
government operations. American trade unionists read with glee as their dreams of a worker’s
democracy became true in war-torn Spain. The future volunteers had joined unions en masse to
survive the unemployment and insecurity during the depression. Many of the volunteers were
union founders and organizers. Though they each had a distinct reason for fighting in Spain,
several volunteers voiced a deep adherence to trade unionism and feared what might happen if
Spain lost the war. Their reverence for trade unionism ultimately led them to Spain.
American unions were naturally on the side of the Second Spanish Republic. When the
civil war started they joined the support network of organizations to aid Spain. Nick Pappas,
born Michael Papadopullo, recalled that his Fur Workers Union was inextricably involved in the
recruitment process for the ALB. "Well at that particular time, our union was quite involved in
organizational drives in the country . . . the leadership of the union were known Communists . . .
it was pretty left. And there was a lot of activity there recruiting."147 In some cases, the trade
unions and the CPUSA were indistinguishable as the Communists had organized and helped
found many unions. John Gates left four years of union organizing work to fight in Spain
because he felt it was equal to his union work at home.

He began thinking about the labor

struggle at home and how much blood had been shed. “Now I contrasted the things that the war
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was more bloody in the United States than it was in Spain,” he recalled.148Gates seethed at the
idea of what a fascist world would mean to labor if the Fascists continued their advance. “So
that equally with my being for unions, I was also, you know, for the defeat of fascism.” 149
Iowan Archie Brown also held a deep, cold fear of what might happen to trade unionism
in a world ruled by Fascists. Brown was born into unions. His father was an original teamster,
driving horse-powered wagons. All his siblings were laborers and belonged to unions. He
joined a newspaper worker’s union at a young age. He was later fired for his activities so he
went looking for jobs in California like many migrants during the depression. In San Francisco,
he joined an ongoing struggle of the Maritime Workers Union which landed him a job as a
longshoreman. He recalled being constantly involved in one union struggle or another: “So there
were many, many battles taking place all over . . . a big agricultural strike in the Salinas Valley . .
. then there was ‘The March Inland’ meaning that the longshoremen and warehousemen were
beginning to organize other than on the coast. . . I was active in helping organize for one of
these unions also.”150 For men like Brown, unions were not abstract worker organizations. They
were a real part of their everyday life. They had helped the men find jobs in the most hostile of
environments and provided a sense of worth and comradeship. Hitler’s virulent opposition to
unions was well-known to leftists in America. Spain’s status as a worker’s republic was also
well-known. Brown expressed his motivation for fighting in Spain as a defense of trade
unionism. “We saw the struggle as the same struggle as the fight against unemployment, the
fight to build the unions,” Brown asserted.
Martin Maki, a Minnesota Finn, lived and breathed unionism. His father was a staunch
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union man bent on “bettering the conditions of the working class.” 151 Maki’s father supported
local timber worker and iron worker unions. During the Great Depression, local Finns had to
work together to survive, finding menial jobs for each other cutting wood for example. Groups
and unions abounded among the Finns. Maki recalled the depression society, “Those that were
experienced in the labor movement, and we had a good organization of Finns, every Finn had
their own hall, they had their own clubs, and besides discussing political things, they had lighter
things like social activities.”152 Unions held dances, maintained local choirs, and formed sports
teams and clubs. Maki lived in a world in which trade unions permeated every facet of his life.
He recalled discussing politics with his youth club and wondering why they lived in such an
unjust world. As Maki grew older he helped organize youth unions and clubs. Soon he became
involved in Unemployment Councils, helping people receive aid, other larger labor movements.
He was one of the founders of the Young Farmer Labor Association in Minneapolis. Soon after
he organized a camp for the children of the laborers. He would soon be arrested in Wisconsin
for trying to organize the iron miners there. For men like Maki, unionism did not stop at labor
organization. Unions meant comradeship, security, well-being, health, and leisure. Being a
union man was more than carrying a card and securing yourself a job. Being a union man meant
loving your neighbor as much as you loved yourself. When Maki was asked if he wanted to
fight in Spain he was more than happy to lend his neighbors a hand.
Recruitment for the ALB came as much from the grassroots as it did from larger
organizations. Although the CPUSA allowed the ALB to be formed, it was the men’s personal
conviction that led them to it. The CPUSA and the Daily Worker may have played a heavy hand
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at times in getting men to volunteer, but they were only successful because the volunteers
already carried a deep respect and admiration for those organizations. The CPUSA, like the
trade unions, had earned that respect and admiration through constant effort. Their selflessness
inspired selflessness amongst their membership.
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CHAPTER VI:
WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE

Certain ethnic and nationalist groups within the ALB had distinct motivations for fighting
in Spain. Many Jewish volunteers were well aware that Adolf Hitler's military was playing a key
role in the Spanish Civil War. Their motivation for fighting was an innate reaction to Hitler's,
and in association Fascism's, violence against Jews. Some of them saw it as a defensive battle,
in case Fascism truly spread; others believed it was their duty to fight against their people's
oppressors. Nearly one hundred Black Americans fought in Spain. They have received special
attention by historians because the Spanish Civil War seems quite removed from the struggles of
Blacks during the depression. But the motivation of some of the Black volunteers was in fact
justified and historically relevant; it was rooted in the growing tide of Black activism and
nationalism of the time. There are other ethnic and nationalist groups who have received much
less attention. There were a considerable number of Greek volunteers in the ALB. Puerto
Ricans and Cubans were also quite numerous. Records on these groups are nearly nonexistent
compared to others, but their high membership necessitates analysis.
The reason for a preponderance of Jewish volunteers has as much to do with their
motivations as with their situational status at the time. Jews were particularly numerous in New
York City and well represented in the CPUSA. But they were also more determined than the
average ALB volunteer. Like their Communist comrades, they saw the success of Fascism as a
global threat to the common man. Communists of the Popular Front-era held a real fear of
Fascism. They saw Fascists everywhere; much like their enemies did of them during the
McCarthy era. The Ku Klux Klan, the Red Squads, and the American Legion were considered
Fascist organizations by many leftists. Fascist groups like the German American Bund were
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more prevalent at the time and were perceived as a real threat; although they never enjoyed any
real success. But the real threat to Jews was Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party, whose anti-Semitic
policies were well known by 1936. Germany’s Nuremberg Laws of 1935 and the subsequent
purge of Jewish professionals in leadership positions were surely fresh in the minds of the
volunteers.
Hitler's aid of Francisco Franco's forces were apparent by the second week of the war.
The Daily Worker was signaling Germany and Italy's aid to the rebels by July 28. 153 By August,
the world knew that German and Italian bombers were assaulting Republican cities. The leftist
nightmare of a global Fascist war-machine was becoming true; as was the Jewish nightmare of
an unchecked Nazi Germany. Jews offered their services to the Spanish Republic by the
hundreds. German Jews were repelling the rebel advance on Madrid as American Jews were
packing their suitcases. Hyman Katz, from New York, passionately internalized the war in
Spain. He explained, in a letter to his mother, why he had left:
I came to Spain because I felt I had to. Look at the world situation. We didn't
worry when Mussolini came to power in Italy. We felt bad when Hitler became
Chancellor of Germany, but what could we do? We felt - though we tried to help
and sympathize - that it was their problem and wouldn't affect us. Then the
fascist governments sent out agents and began to gain power in other countries.
Remember the anti-Semitic troubles in Austria only about a year ago. Look at
what is happening in Poland; and see how the fascists are increasing their power
in the Balkans - and Greece- and how the Italians are trying to play up the Arab
leaders.
Seeing all these things - how fascism is grasping power in many countries
(including the U.S., where there are many Nazi organizations and Nazi agents and
spies) - can't you see that fascism is our own problem - that it may come to us as it
came to other countries? And don't you realize that we Jews will be the first to
suffer if fascism comes?154
Katz and his comrades felt that Spain was the first open opportunity to strike back at Hitler and
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the anti-Semitic Fascists. They predicted a holocaust at a global scale. Katz did not live to see
the actual Holocaust that Hitler would unleash. He gave his life in Belchite fighting against, in
his own words, "the persecutors of my people - the Jews - and my class - the Oppressed."155
Wilfred Mendelson, also from New York, told his father that he was meeting Jews from
Germany, France, England, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania in Spain, and that
the "official" language of the troops was Yiddish.156 He described them as righteous warriors
"come to battle the common enemy of the workers, and of the Jews as a special oppressed
minority."157 The Jewish volunteers were indeed special. Leftists fought for their way of life,
but the Jewish volunteers felt they were fighting for their very lives. Most volunteers perceived
Fascism as an imminent danger, but none feared the repercussions more than the Jews. Their
fears of a Fascist USA never came true, and Franco's Spain was never officially anti-Semitic.158
But at the time their reasoning seemed accurate enough. Men like Katz gave their lives to
protect their Jewish brethren. Mendelson combined the struggles of the Jews and the laborers
into one: "Today Jews are returning welcomed by the entire Spanish people to fight the modern
Inquisition, and in many cases the direct descendants of the ancient persecution - the Catholic
Jesuit hierarchy - the feudal landholders combined with the finance capitalist oligarchy." 159
Some Jewish volunteers did not express the same self-defense motivation. For example,
Butch Goldstein went as an international Communist. When asked how his being a Jew affected
his decision he said, "No, no. I didn't go because I was Jewish. I identified mostly because I was
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a Communist!"160 Many more volunteers were Jewish, but they fought for others reasons
discussed above. However, the high preponderance of Jews in the ALB and the testimonies of
the Jewish volunteers, proves that most of them were fighting specifically against Nazism and
perceived anti-Semitism in Spain.
James Yates, from Mississippi, recalled that while his friend Herman Wolfowitz was
worried about Adolf Hitler, his own thoughts were on Benito Mussolini. 161 Black activists had
watched with desperation as Mussolini invaded Ethiopia only months before. Ethiopia was far
outmatched by Italy's modern weaponry. The Italian invasion affected Black nationalists deeply
as they perceived Ethiopia to be the only independent African state. The war in Ethiopia elicited
a similar response by the American people to that of the Spanish Civil War. Organizations, like
the Harlem League Against War and Fascism, were formed to send aid and materials to the
Ethiopian government. Leading black figures like W.E.B. Du Bois, Paul Robeson, and Langston
Hughes spoke out against Mussolini and Fascism. Like many Jews, black nationalists felt that
much of the world was against them. They saw the attack on Ethiopia as part of a larger race
war.162 Volunteer Albert Chisholm said that most black ALB volunteers "weren't attached to the
Communists," but instead tied with black nationalism.163 But historian Robin Kelley claims that
not all of the black volunteers were nationalists. The truth lay somewhere in the middle. Black
volunteers shared a moral obligation to fight in Spain, in reaction to Ethiopia, but they were also
deeply proletarian and concerned with the class struggle. 164
Canute Frankson expressed that solidarity in a letter to his friend from Spain:
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"I'm sure by this time you are still waiting for a detailed explanation of what has
this international struggle to do with my being here. Since this is a war between
whites who for centuries have held us in slavery, and have heaped every kind of
insult and abuse upon us, segregated and jim-crowed us; why I, a Negro, who
have fought through these years for the rights of my people, am here in Spain
today?
Because we are no longer an isolated minority group fighting hopelessly
against an immense giant. because, my dear, we have joined with, and become an
active part of, a great progressive force . . . Because if we crush Fascism here,
we'll save our people in America, and in other parts of the world, form the vicious
persecution, wholesale imprisonment, and slaughter which the Jewish people
suffered and are suffering under Hitler's Fascist heels. 165
Frankson possessed both a strong black identity and a burning hatred for Fascism. Blacks and
Jews, more than any other group within the ALB, were justified in believing that Fascism was a
direct threat to their well-being. But they were also part of the larger Popular Front movement.
The CPUSA's fearless, though calculated, absorption of the black struggle led many Americans
into the fold of the proletarian struggle. If they did not believe that Fascism was a threat to
Blacks all over the world the Daily Worker was there to remind them.

Figure 4. Article, from Daily Worker, July 10, 1936.

Their lack of prospects at home, the anger that seethed in them due to injustices, and the
political environment led the black volunteers to Spain. The invasion of Ethiopia gave them a
casus belli and their friendship with the CPUSA gave them a means to fight in Spain, but their
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own passion is what carried them across the Atlantic. Twenty-three year old Walter Garland
explained his motivation as follows, "You know, in a measure, we Negroes who have been in
Spain are a great deal luckier than those back in America. Here we have been able to strike
back, in a way that hurts, at those who for years have pushed us from pillar to post."166 Black
ALB members, like all volunteers, internalized the Spanish Civil War and made the struggle
their own.
According to Cameron Stewart's study, the most numerous ethnic groups in the ALB,
after Jews, were Hispanics, Italians, Irish, and Greeks. Irish and Irish-American volunteers are
hard to account for as they were more integrated as Americans than any other group. Their
motivations likely fit with the mainstream of other volunteers. The more recent immigrants may
have received their first political lessons from their parents during the Irish Civil War of 1922.
The war cemented the existing deep division in Irish politics. The majority party, Fianna Fail,
wanted to form an independent Irish republic, while a coalition of right-wing groups wanted to
remain tied with Great Britain. In 1932, the Blueshirts were formed in response to antagonism
received by the growing right-wing movement in Ireland. The paramilitary unit was comparable
to Mussolini’s Blackshirts; it even adopted the Roman salute. Fine Gael, the party associated
with the Blueshirts, was not particularly prominent at the time of the Spanish Civil War. But
leftist Irish volunteers must have seen it as a manifestation of the rise of global Fascism. In fact,
some Blueshirt members fought on the side of Franco during the war. However, if noted
volunteers James Bailey and Robert Merriman are any indication, Irish ALB volunteers were
more concerned with the class struggle than with any particular Irish struggle.
Hispanics are also difficult to account for. Stewart found 137 Hispanic surnames among
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his database of 1,564 volunteers.167 A large number of Hispanics were Puerto Ricans and
Cubans. Mexicans do not seem to make up a significant number of ALB volunteers; although
Mexico was the only country, beside the USSR, who supported the Spanish Republic. Historian
James Fernandez laments that we know next to nothing about the Hispanic volunteers. 168 We
can estimate that the many Puerto Ricans were likely New York recruits. Cubans and CubanAmericans were also quite numerous within the ALB. We know that one volunteer, Basilio
Cueria, was a professional baseball player whose father was from Asturias in Spain.169 Perhaps
the close ties that Spaniards and Cubans enjoyed was a major reason for Cuban involvement in
the war. Another likely reason was the revolutionary fervor in Cuba. A fresh leftist-coalition
government had been overthrown in 1934 with the help of future dictator Fulgencio Batista.
Although we do not have accounts of Cuban volunteers expressing opposition to the new rightwing government, it is probable that their failed revolution at home led them to fight alongside
Spaniards who were experiencing a similar situation.
Greeks and Greek-Americans accounted for one-percent of the total ALB volunteers.
Their numbers could be simply explained by looking at where they lived. Most Greeks lived in
New York City, Chicago and Detroit, the major hubs of the CPUSA. It is probable that their
involvement in the leftist movement pushed them towards Spain. Records of Greek volunteers
are nearly nonexistent. However, the political situation in Greece at the time may have played a
role in their involvement. Ioannis Metaxas, a monarchist general, was installed as prime minister
in 1936. On August 4, he declared a state of emergency under which he ruled Greece over the
following five years. His rule could be described as fascistic, but it resembled Franco's eventual
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traditional authoritarianism and conservatism. Although we have no records of Greek volunteers
discussing Metaxas, his recent regime played a probable a role in their involvement. If we
assume most Greek volunteers were CPUSA members, it is likely that they saw Metaxas as a
Fascist and the war in Spain as an attack against global Fascism.
We know that Italians like Carl Marzani loathed Mussolini. Marzani went to Spain to
fight against Mussolini's troops. Italian volunteers were numerous and determined. Some had
lived Fascism in Italy; other were exiles. By the second week of the war they knew that Italian
troops, Italian tanks, and Italian planes were in Spain. Their motivation was tied with leftist antifascism, but it was also based on revenge. Italian immigrants, like the Jewish and Black
volunteers, felt personally the danger that Fascism posed. All volunteers exercised some degree
of internalization, but for these men it was not much of an exercise. They knew that Hitler and
Mussolini were dangerous; they needed little convincing.
The large amount of international volunteers may be a cause of America’s own
internationalism at the time. Large urban centers in the US were populated by an enormous
influx of immigrants since the mid-19th century. These immigrants were more likely to be poor
and more likely to receive unfair jobs and treatment. They joined unions and organizations
during the Great Depression in an attempt to improve their own standard of living. Their
involvement in Spain could be seen as a simple cause of their involvement in the larger labor
movement. But the internationalism surrounding the Spanish Civil War cannot be disregarded.
Franco could not have made the advances he did without German and Italian support. The
Comintern could not have created an International Brigade without the overwhelming desire of
the international community to fight for Spain. The international proletariat could not have
united and organized if they felt that they were not somehow connected to each other.
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CHAPTER VII:
THOSE IN THE KNOW

Most of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade volunteers came to know Spain from the pages of
newspapers and weeklies. Some went to rallies where Republican Spaniards spoke about the
evils of Franco and the righteousness of the Republic. Rosario Pistone, for example, recalled
hearing La Pasionaria speak at a rally. 170 Some saw banners, signs, and posters which professed
support for the Republic. But very few of the volunteers were adequately informed on the
situation in Spain. Like most Americans, the volunteers knew little about Spain. It was not on
their radar before the Republic was proclaimed in 1931, and it was only a small blip before the
civil war. They took as fact that the uprising was fascist. They took as fact that the Spanish
Republic was a unified leftist front. They took as fact that they were on the winning side. A
small minority of volunteers were well-informed on the war: its causes, its effects, and what it
meant for Spain. These men fought for the Spanish Republic with the knowledge that they were
fighting for a particular cause, not for one they created.
Many volunteers admitted that they began hearing about Spain from other CPUSA
members, union members, or from the newspaper. But few admitted that they actually knew
little of what was happening in Spain. It was not apparent to them that the Popular Front
government actually won the 1936 election with a very slim majority. They did not know that
the Anarchists wanted a real revolution while the Republicans and Socialists wanted to rule
under the current system. They were led to believe that Spain was united against fascism. Even
more erroneous was the belief that Francisco Franco’s movement was fascist. John Penrod, a
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student from Alabama, later admitted that he was fairly ignorant on the situation in Spain. He
admitted that he was pressured into volunteering by a friend of his, a member of the CPUSA.
“So that’s the way I got there,” he said, “partly through the persuasion of Schifler – well also
because I felt this was very important. I still feel – well as Hemingway says if we stop them here
maybe we stop them all over the world.”171 Penrod and others were sold the idea that Spain
might become Fascist and that fighting in Spain would curb the growth of Fascism. The rhetoric
of the Popular Front movement pervaded. Penrod admitted, in hindsight, that he was not
informed. “I wasn’t particularly political,” Penrod said, “You know, I didn’t know the
intricacies of the political trading and maneuvering. . . I didn’t know all of their [Spaniards]
politics.”172
Rosario Pistone, a Sicilian living in New York, also admitted to being “politically
uneducated” when he left for Spain.173 He first heard of Spain from a street sign. “One day I
was walking on 14 Street, near Thomas Circle, and I see a sign, American Friends of Spanish
Democracy. . . So for curiosity, I walked in, and I started reading everything,” he recalled. 174
Leaflets and rallies were Pistone’s education on Spain. His hatred of Mussolini, and a bigoted
view of the Moorish troops, is what led him to Spain. “When I stopped by that place [American
Friends of Spanish Democracy] and when I started reading and everything else, how Mussolini
was sending his troops, how Franco was using half a million Moors,” he continued, “And to me,
that alone, Franco employing ignorant, backward Moors, . . . was the biggest insult and the
biggest slap that Franco could give to the Spanish people.”175 Many of the volunteers were
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moved by similar reaction. Few were familiar with the recent history and politics of Spain.
DeWitt Parker, a Bostonian textile worker, was notably well-versed in contemporary
politics. He found himself in Europe, exploring the economic and political situations in France,
when the war began. In a letter to a friend, on November of 1934, he expressed particular
knowledge on French politics: “A revolutionary crisis is ripening here. . . There seems to be no
bourgeois leader who can rally the masses. Also it would require tremendous taxation. Unlike
the situation in America a year ago, there are no taxable reserves among the petty bourgeois and
working classes.”176 He then went on to list the composition of the legislature in terms of
political party members. Parker was right about the lack of leadership. The office of the Prime
Minister of France was exchanged eighteen times under President Albert Lebrun. Parker was
also informed on the 1934 revolution in Asturias. He wrote his friend, “I read your
Revolutionary Front – 1934. . . for one who has had all of the bourgeois ideology inculcated in
him from birth there is nothing more valuable than a thorough grounding in revolutionary
theory.”177 By March 1937, Parker was writing letters from Spain on his way to the front.
Unfortunately, there are no letters from 1936 when the war began. These few letters are the only
records left of DeWitt Parker, who was killed in action in 1938. But it is clear from his
conversations that Parker was knowledgeable on the war before he decided to fight in the IB
John Cookson, a physicist from Wisconsin, expressed that his reason for fighting in Spain
was the prevention of a future Fascist war. Cookson and many other volunteers were fighting
preemptively in Spain to prevent a second world war. While the idea that Spain would be the
tomb of Fascism was standard Popular Front rhetoric, Cookson expressed more informed
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reasoning than his comrades. In a letter to his aunt, Cookson demonstrated his knowledge on
Fascism’s rise. He detailed how Mussolini was given loans by major US banks and Hitler was
supported by the Krupps and Thyssens. He went on to demonstrate how Fascism operated:
“Both countries have embarked on ambitious war programs, and under the mask of
destroying Bolshevism are openly and secretly attacking the democratic powers and even
the semi-democratic powers (such as the Hitler March putsch in Rumania this year) for
their tin, lead, mercury, coal and iron. Fascism, in its fanatical attempt to solve its
economic problems can only resort to power of war, and so we must characterize fascism
as ‘Fascism is War’.”178 Aside from his knowledge of Fascism, Cookson displayed a
loyalty to the Spanish Republic before the war. He continued, “Yes, I was called crazy
when I dared mention last year the second world war was dangerously near. I was called
a “Red and radical’ when defending the Loyalist government last August on. But all of
that is different. Even the highest powers realize the nobility and dignity of the great
Spanish government.”179
Most volunteers expressed a loyalty to Spain, but their loyalty came afterwards. They
went to Spain to fight for personal reasons and for reasons which united them with thousands of
their international comrades. But few volunteers went to Spain because they were loyal to the
Spanish government. Their loyalty to Spain happened during the war. They shed blood on its
land. They were fed and nurtured by its people. They were instilled with the justness of the war
through their commissars. But only a small fraction of volunteers like Cookson and Parker were
truly informed on the political situation and ready to die for the foreign government that was the
Second Spanish Republic. Admiral Kilpatrick, a Black Coloradoan, later professed, “It’s one
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thing for sure, I think, where our main purpose was a sincere one and we understood the reasons
for being in Spain. We didn’t see the whole proposition of what was actually happening in Spain
at the present time.”180
The men of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade could not have known that in only two years
their unit would be disbanded. Everything and everyone had informed them that Spain was
united against Fascism. But Prime Minister Juan Negrin, under guidance from the Communist
Party, had helped quash a true revolution in Anarchist Catalonia. And then in 1938, Negrin
hoped that disbanding the International Brigade would push the League of Nations into removing
Hitler and Mussolini form the peninsula. The ALB fought an unwinnable battle against Franco
and the Fascists. A few fought for the Spanish Republic and Spanish democracy. Others fought
out of anger and vengeance. Some were rightfully convinced that Fascism was a danger to
humanity as a whole. Most were confident that they would win in the end. Certain ALB
veterans did win, having fought once more in World War II.
In the end, even those who were informed about Spain, went for distinctly personal
reasons. As veteran John Murra stated, the reasons were “Completely personal reasons having to
do with the whole notion of bravery. Having to do with fear, with panic, with the world I am
going to live is going be full of war, and I might as well go now when the issue – when I
understand the issue.”181 Although few men knew what they were getting into in Spain, they all
had some form of understanding of the situation. They took that information and internalized it.
Did they want their own homes to be bombarded by Fascists? Did they want their own unions to
suffer? Would they let manifest that grim vision of the future that their fellow brigadista George
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Orwell would soon articulate? Some left their answers in the soil of Spain. Those who survived,
and those who left records, give us valuable insight on their motivations. The hundreds of others
might never share their tale. But their actions tell us that they felt the battle in Spain was worth
dying for. In fighting for Spain they were fighting for one another.
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